LOCKDOWN COMPLIANCE INSPECTION ON BUSINESSES AND LIQUOR OUTLETS CONDUCTED IN
MAHIKENG
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The Department of Economic Development, Environment, Conservation and Tourism in partnership with the South African Police Service (SAPS) and South African National Defence Force
(SANDF) conducted consumer and liquor compliance inspection around areas within Mahikeng
on the 16th April 2020. The Departments’ Liquor and Consumer inspectors examined compliance
of tuck shops, traders and liquor outlets in the Imperial Reserve and Montshioa area.
Most outlets inspected were found to be complying although there are indications that outlets are
operating as distributers to illegal shebeens, despite a strict national regulation that prohibits the
sale of alcohol. One liquor outlet was found to be conducting renovations although it is not an essential service, and was stopped immediately. Under the amended regulations trades necessary
for emergency repair work such as plumbers, electricians, glaziers, locksmiths, roof repair work,
are permitted but only for essential services.

The team also inspected tuck shops and traders for permits and to monitor that the sale of restricted items is adhered to. It was noted that many tuck shop owners had their permits but some were
not keeping the permits on the premises.
There are some suggestions that certain stores are selling prohibited goods such as cigarettes and
non-groceries. “We advise them to refrain from such acts as the law will take its course and lead to
closure of such businesses”, said the Director for Consumer Affairs Mr. Edwin Letsogo. Price hiking
was also examined and the Department advises consumers to be vigilant of suspected excessive
pricing of essential consumables.
As of 16 April 2020 The Gazette on lockdown regulations has been amended. Grocery stores,
wholesale markets, spaza/tuck shops, informal fruit/vegetable sellers providing essential goods
may trade with written permission from their municipal authorities.
Furthermore the regulations amend that hardware products and vehicle components for the supporting of essential service goods and delivery may be sold, but a register of persons buying must
be kept.
Of importance to note for traders especially liquor traders is that the sale of alcohol, take-away food
and cigarettes are prohibited during the lockdown. “The regulations are clear in relation to lock
down, that all liquor outlets inclusive of pubs, sport bars, shisanyama and taverns are prohibited
from operating during the lock down. We have inspectors working around the clock to ensure compliance, those not adhering will be dealt with as we want to save our people from not being infected
by the coronavirus”, said Ms Khumoetsile Taoana: Director: Liquor Regulations.
The department will intensify its compliance inspections during the lockdown period in all districts to
ensure zero tolerance to non-compliance within the liquor and consumer industry. Together with
law enforcement and the Defence Force our objective to protect the livelihood of our communities,
is clear.
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